The documents belonged to Phoebe Churchill Meikle (1910 Meikle ( -1997 , a writer, editor and teacher from Auckland's North Shore, and were compiled in the 1950s from letters and interview notes with Grossmann's friends and relatives. 2 These were collected with a view to Meikle writing Grossmann's biography, which did not materialise, and they are invaluable to those interested in Grossmann's life. Of course, the contents of these documents
should not be viewed as unmitigated fact -rather, they are recollections and opinions of Grossmann's friends obfuscated by the distance of time and the hidden agenda of the correspondent. However, the Meikle papers contain information that clarifies and expands upon the brief biographical sketches offered in Kōtare and elsewhere. Similarly, private documents belonging to Searle family descendents, viewed by this researcher and retained by the family, also enhance the understanding we have of Grossmann's life and background. Finally, contemporary newspaper articles, accessed through the National Library's Papers Past online database, yield extra clues about
Grossmann's life and political interests, particularly in relation to her years in Europe (1903 Europe ( -1912 Gray, 5 Nov. 1955) . However, in later life, many acquaintances agreed about Edith's untidy dress: an exstudent of her husband recalled that she was a 'dreamy vague sort of person' who, by 1898, when Joseph was imprisoned for fraud, seemed 'indifferent as to her appearance and dressed plainly and badly' (C. T. Hand Newton to Meikle, 13 Feb 1956) . Her hair was by now 'lack-lustre[,] seldom adequately brushed or set' (C. T. Hand Newton to Meikle, 13 Feb 1956) . Her friends thought her 'peculiar' method of dress related to a mental instability and the 'delusions' from which she apparently suffered (Unnamed Correspondent to Meikle, 6 Nov. 1955 Frame, writes that as a youngster, she had
[…]a 'come day go day' style and attitude towards life until her mother [,] being determined to teach her a lesson, sent her out to domestic service in the employment of a clergyman (English) and apparently she had to wait on him, his wife and pampered children for long hours, seven days a week for a mere pittance as wages. This was the turning point in her young life and after returning home she started to study of her own accord being determined not to enter the 'domestic service' again (Frame, 'Biographical Notes'). Meikle, 6 Nov. 1955 ). It appears that the separation of mother and son had a devastating effect upon Edith, from which her mind was never able to fully recover.
One should bear in mind, however, that whilst the Meikle papers provide a platform from which the orthodox view about Grossmann's mental state -offered by Moffat and McLeod -can be reviewed, the documents should not be taken completely at face value. Georgie Mackay, for instance, writes a letter largely sympathetic towards Joseph, and appears to be overly critical of Edith. 9 She comments upon Edith's inability to manage a house and that she was 'quite unaware of the niceties of home decoration' (Mackay to Meikle, 31 Jan. 1956 ). Mackay correlates Edith's apparent slovenliness with her mental incapacities, thus opening the debate up to a feminist interrogation of the physical manifestations of psychological illness -in other words, does bad housekeeping really suggest mental deficiency? Such questioning points to the ambiguity of recollection and also the difficulty in offering a modern-day diagnosis of Grossmann's condition. Despite these reservations, however, the Soon after her arrival in London, Grossmann became involved in the establishment of the Lyceum Club, an organisation founded by Constance
Smedley that aimed to provide a meeting place for professional women. The Lyceum was located in Piccadilly, right in the heart of London's maledominated clubland (Woollacott, 111) , and became one of the most prestigious and influential women's clubs of the early twentieth century. It functioned as a meeting place for suffragists, writers, and artists, and also and, through her involvement with the Lyceum, was most likely responsible for bringing these artists to public attention in London.
Grossmann's political energy, however, was too wide-ranging to remain in the luxurious, cloistered confines of the Lyceum Club. In 1908 she published an article in the Westminster Review in which she referred to English women's struggle for suffrage, urging New Zealanders to support the movement:
The New Zealanders are not entitled to claim superiority over the English suffragists. If they showed more dignity they had not, on the other hand, the same self-sacrifice and heroism required of them (repr. Evening Post, 12 Aug. 1908 ).
Grossmann also became actively involved in the suffrage cause, marching In 1894, when Grossmann was thirty, recently married and soon to become a mother, and the author of two novels, she published an article in the Otago Witness in which she mused upon the direction of New Zealand letters and the factors hindering the development of the colony's literature.
Whilst the rich landscape 'must stimulate the imaginative and creative faculties', the realities of domestic life hindered its representation until 'all possibility of expression is lost and imagination itself is deadened ('Spare Half-Hours'). Grossmann wrote these words before her husband disrupted their family life by being sent to gaol, and before her son's mental difficulties became apparent. This was a time, then, when she could have expected her future to be bright -she may not have been a successful housewife, but she was a successful writer, and showed great promise. Yet the article in the There is something painful in the sight of these frustrated lives, where great gifts are at the best neglected or diverted into artificial talents; at the worst derided as eccentricitiesmade a clog upon success, and a means of a man's alienation from the sympathies of his fellows ('Spare Half-Hours').
Yet Grossmann did leave a record of her ambitions for women in her four novels and countless articles. When these texts are considered alongside the recollections of her friends as provided to Phoebe Meikle, a fuller, more rounded picture of Edith Searle Grossmann emerges; a picture that proves inspirational and melancholy in turn.
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